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About This Content

The Bidye Traction Railroad is a short line electric traction model railroad serving several inter-dependent industries.

The industries served by the railroad include:

 Lumber mill

 Furniture factory

 Grain mill

 Commercial bakery

 A paint and solvent factory

 A metal can and container factory

 A coal fired electricity plant

The lumber mill, as an example, produces timber for the furniture works, and crates and pallets for the bakery, the metal can
factory and the paint factory. Some of the metal cans are used by the paint factory. Milled grains are used by the bakery.
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Sessions Include:

 Quick Drive – Choose your own train to drive

 An Explorer

 Easy Street

 Freight Train Arrival

 Steam Shift

 Twas a Dark

 Unstructured Multiplayer
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Publisher:
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Game is short, but i was hooked the entire playthrough, also there are different endings to choose from.
Id recommend it as its really cheap :)

a few good scares (not really jumpscare)

Also support Stanislaw Truchowski so we can get some more Indie Horrors :). Best RTS game ever played. Cossacks are so
underrated and it needs some attention who love this genre games. I recommend this game for people who like war and strategi
games.

Graphics: 9\/10
Gameplay: 10\/10
Story: 6\/10
Strategi: 10\/10
How hard game is from 1 to 10? 7\/10

This game is awesome!. I know my hours are a bit misleading but i personally waited for the switch release to finish the game.
I really love this game a lot and when i mean love, it's the type of thing where the ideas and story presented will really stick with
me a long time. I think like a lot of people have said it really is best to go in blind, the game's story is something better explored
in it's day-to-day style rather then just reading a paragraph about the plot.

Even with that said their are some flaws that need to be brought up. While the game does come to a complete end once the final
day is hit there are some things about the world and characters I wanted to know more about and I felt like i was left hanging
about those things. Anna as a character is a major part of this problem, I don't want to spoil a lot about her but i just felt like
there was a lot of untapped story elements with her that still needed to be explored even if we did know her full past.

Overall I think this really is an easy 9\/10, the flaws are very small and the next installment that comes out next year might even
fix the flaws present in this one. Thanks Sukeban Games for making this, it really is special to a lot of people.. played with 4gb
ram the miniuem and reccomended requirements i believe are too high but i will change to positive review. I see what was
attempted here: retro FPS with banging music for the nostalgia of the 90's great shooters.

I'll git that the choice in music is good, however the controls are sluggish, even more than i would have expected and the
animation are too clunky to be interesting.

this was abig letdown for me. if yo u want a bit of nostalgic 90's shooters go pay 1.5$ for Wolfenstein 3D all I can suggest.....
One of the most addictive game I've ever played on steam, If you love indie games that have a mind blowing concept yet simple
enough to make you stuck into playing it, this is the game. The humours the jokes the competitive and range of characters is
awesome.. PLS DONT BUY THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 WEIRD GAMEPLAY, AND EVERYTIME I
COMPLETED A RACE THE CONNECTION TO THE SERVERS IS LOST( yeah the game is totally online. If you dont have
a great network connection then pls go elsewhere).ANYWAYS, THE GAME SO BAD, I ASKED FOR A REFUND AND
GOT BACK MY MONEY.

NOTE-PLEASE DONT BUY THIS GAME,YOU'LL REGRET IT
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great game +1. I'd recommdend this to people that enjoy playing characters that they are a big fan of that also don't premiere in
games such as this. In my opinion, I like Thanos, so this DLC obviously gives me a chance to play as him. At the same time, it is
also a waste of money and should have went free. Well polished. Great sound effects and music and visuals.. Best VR roller
coaster ever.. The game was fun but got boreing after a while.
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